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- The HB-061-01 was created to help those responsible for lighting our parking and rad succeed in their lighting 
design goals. Powered by the HOMBO LED garden light, the featuring innovative thermal management design, the 
HB-061-01 offers exceptional performance and value. This versatile luminaire can be tailored to the unique 
specifications of each project by offering multiple LED boards and wattage options.

INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS

SERIES NUMBER HB-051-01

WATTAGE 30W/ 50W/ 60W

VOLTAGE
Normal : 100-240V AC 

North America : 100-277V AC 
Solar System : 12V DC / 24V DC

COLOUR TEMPERATURE

Cool White 5000K 
Day White 4000K 

Warm White 3000K 
Customized CCT

LUMEN EFFICIENCY Normal Bright : 115Lm/W (chips) @CRI ≥70

HOUSING COLOUR Normal : Black 
Customized Colour (MOQ ≥50pcs)

MOUNTING WAY

Vertical mounting 
Top post 

Wall mounting 
*Diameter of pole : 90mm

ACCESSORIES Photocell smart control system 
Dimming function driver

TECHNICAL PARAMETER

- Utilizing Meanwell /Moso /HOMBO drivr, and Bridgelux LEDs optional chips, the HB-061-01 provides exceptional 
energy efficiency. Whole housing is made of Aluminous Alloy, and surface with oxidation treatment and spray powder 
processing; this luminaire is manufactured with fully recyclable aluminum castings and extrusions that help to protect 
our environment for years to come. Energy efficiency is enhanced with optional dimming, programmable drivers, and 
outdoor control systems.

SUSTAINABLE PERFORMANCE

COB PACKAGE TECHNOLOGY 
- Uses BridgeLux high efficiency chips 
- Uses silver plated copper base, thermal 

resistance is small 
- Safer circuit design with cross and string pattern, 

chips connected by gold wire 
- Patented formula - fluorescent powder & potting 

adhesive for better CRI, higher luminous 
efficiency, and lower lumen depreciation 

- Uses the best encapsulation equipment (ASM)

LED CHIPS
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DRAWING

HB-061-01-30W 
HB-061-01-50W 
HB-061-01-60W

23.2Lx23.2Wx12.5H” 
(590x590x318mm) 10.15lb / 4.6kg

DIMENSIONS

ITEM NO. HB-061-01-30W HB-061-01-50W HB-061-01-60W

NUMBER OF LEDs 100pcs /0.5W

LAMP WATTAGE 30W 50W 60W

MAX. SYSTEM CURRENT 0.13~0.3 0.175~0.42 0.22~0.53

LED CURRENT 0.125~0.3 0.167~0.4 0.25~0.5

ELECTRONICS
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- By using the special light distribution design, HB-061-01 have a beautiful light distribution curve with high utilization 
efficiency, thus succeed in meeting the customer’s lighting design goals

LIGHT DISTRIBUTION CURVE

- Uses FLOEFD software to simulate the lamp heat dissipation condition, analyze the construction of the lamp's heat 
dissipation, thus to achieve the best effect of heating dissipation 

- Integration of aluminum alloy radiator shell, the all housing is like a huge sink with efficient heating dissipation 
- Following the air dynamics and fluid mechanics principle, it maximizes the function of lamp dissipation 
- Uses special high quality heat conducting material, pushing out the lamp heating in short time 
- The maximum temperature is 55.26ºC

THERMAL MANAGEMENT
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- Connect the driver wire 
- Insert the screw and tighten it 
- Warning : when flexible wire is broken, please cut off the power immediately and avoid short circuit. When the outer 

insulation cable is broken, it should be changed by manufacturer, supplier or professional electrician.

MAINTENANCE
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- Lamp metering 
- Real time control 
- Lamp fault diagnosing 
- On/off/dim schedules 
- Power line fault diagnosing 
- Energy saving reports 
- Suport video system 
- 3 phase power metering 
- Support environment sensors 
- Work as smart city platform

SEMS POWER LINE SYSTEM

- Lamp metering 
- Real time control 
- Lamp fault diagnosing 
- On/off/dim schedules 
- Power line fault diagnosing 
- Energy saving reports 
- Suport video system 
- 3 phase power metering 
- Support environment sensors 
- Work as smart city platform

SEMS WIRELESS SYSTEM
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